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Holocaust Survivor, Author and Nobel
Mass Ch,a rte-r
"
Peace Prize Winner Eli~ Wiesel -to Speak S,u;s,p:e'B$'i'o,n,s
but on modern problems
.' .·.U;'se
· ". ..,~;:d' :..'~'b'- y
Ca
Editor-in-Chief
and genocid~worldwide.
Wiesel) :visit is "one
Elie Wiesel,
of Night and
"' '11!;· m
·
Yo·'I u-t· ~ er
numerous other books, will be speaking of· the ' more popular
~

By Alisha VanHoose
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at the Rose and Alfred Miniaci center
at 7 p.m. on Feb. 23.
The talk is part ofthe Distinguished
Speakers series put on by Farquhar
each year. "We wanted to bring in a
really significant speaker every winter,"
said Don Rosenblum, Ph.D., Dean ·o f
Farqhuar College of Arts and Sciences.
It also is in keeping with this year's
theme of "Good and Evil," which
the college has been planning events
around throughout the year.
Allen Schulman, Ph.D., was
responsible for initiating Wiesel's visit
after the year's theme was decided
at a faculty meeting last year. He
said that NSU was lucky to -· be able
to book Wiesel, as "a good deal of
the opportunities ro hear [the best
speakers) are snapped up."
.Senior Diane Klein, Treasurer of
Hillel, has seen Wiesel speak before.
"He's probably on~ of the best speakers
I've ever seen," she said, adding that his
. talks didn't focus only on the Holocaust,

events on campus," said
Schulman.
Rosenblum
pointed: out - that such
speaker~ -. really ' t.est · the
limits of ' th~ . facilities
available to hold talks, but
that should. be remedied
with .the completion of
the University Center.
we
''Any
time
bring in a guest, I like
to see strong interest in
the community," said
Rosenblum.
Wiesel's presentation
will include not only a
lecture, but a question and
answer session moderated ' - - - - - by Schulman. Cards will
and Evil: Torture in the Modern Age"
be distributed to the audience, who will Feb. 20, and NSU Athletics would
be able to write questions for Wiesel.
be conducting "Good and Evil:
Rosenblum said that "we really try
to look at this as a week of activities,"
Please See WIESEL
adding that the Department of
Humanities was sponsoring "Good
Page 4
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Car Catches Fire in Mailman Parking Lot
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By Alisha VanHoose

Editor-in-Chief

safety for the people on the
campus. That's always our first
priority."
He also stated that officers
saw a "convertible with. heavy
smoke and Hames coming
out of the vehicle" when they
arrived on the scene. The Davie
Fire Department arrived after Who done it? Photo by Nicolle Garber
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it certaJ.:mly-

Fire ' trucks rushed to the scene
when a white Chrysler Sebring
belonging to a commuter student burst
into Harne in the Mailman parking lot
around 3:20 p.m. on Feb. 14.
Public Safety was on the scene
moments after being alerted to the
fire by a Unicco employee. According approximately five min"utes / .
Public Safety was unable to
to Field Operations Manager Shane and later speculated that an electrical release the name of the car own~r.
Lam, their primary concern was "life problem was the cause of the fire.
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NSU Student Identified in Death of Broward Deputy
By Alish~ VanHoose

Editor-in-Chief

The motorist
who struck and
killed
Broward
County
Deputy
Ryan Seguin on
Feb. 15 has been
identified , as an
NSU student.
According
to
Sun-Sentinel
reports, Seguin was
standing next to
the driver's door of a vehicle during

Deputy Ryan
Seguin. Photo
courtesy
Broward County
Sheriff's Office.

a routine traffic stop at around 9: 15
p.m. on Wednesday when Valdo
Vega's Toyota Camry slammed first
into the Ford Taurus the deputies
-had stopped, and then into Seguin.
He was pronounced dead on the
scene. Minor injuries were sustained
by Seguin's partner, Deputy Kari
Pallotto, when hit by the Tatirus
after the impact.
.
The accident occurred east of
136 Avenue on I 595 and caused
the highway to be closed for several

hours. The highway was
closed again on Thursday
for about 20 minutes
while the scene was further
investigated.
Florida
Highway
Patrol, who is conducting
the investigation, was
unable to comment.
As of press time, Vega
had not been charged in
the death of the officer.
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THE 'CURRENT

News from Around the World
Compiled by Paul Saneaux

Caribbean

Compiled by Greg Kyriakakis

. Protestors killed in Haitian election unrest
Identifying Sex Offenders Best Left to Police
Almost a good Samaritan, Carolyn Hansen of
Bella Vista, Little Rock, decided to alert her neighbors
that a sex offender was living on their street. Forgoing
discreetness, Hansen hung a sign on her neighbor's door
that said "Don't play here. Child molester lives here."
According to the Associated Press, Hansen unfortunately
used second-hand information with the wrong address
and . targeted the wrong man. Authorities altered ·the
woman to her bad information and Hansen ar?Jogized'
to the non-offender, who decided not to pres.:> ~~ar.ges.

According to the Associated Press, at least one person was killed and four wounded
on Feb. 13 after U.N. peacekeeping troops supposedly fired at rallying protestors. Walrick
Michel, 22 year-old protestor, said groups of people "were peacefully protesting when the
U.N. started shooting." However, U.N. spokesman DavidWimhurst denied the allegations,
saying "we fired two warning shots into the air and we didn't injure anyone." He also said
"shots were fired by an unknown person in the same area" and that the witnesses' accounts
were "absolutely false.;' ProteStors have UI;'itecl in demonstr~tions and erectipg makeshift
roadblocks, claiming that the electoral commission is fixing votes to prevent a victory by
Repe Perva1. Rioters went as far as stQrming the Montana Hotel where commission members
issued e~ectionresults. As of press~ime, Pervalled the election by ea:rning 48.7 percent of
the 90 .percent of the nation's counted votes. For more information visit www.msnbc.com.

Africa

Local Woman Caught w:ith Severed Head
Myrlene Severe tried to smuggle the skull of an
unknown Haitian man past authoritie(~_at -.the .Fo"rt
Lauderdale-Hollywood International - Aitp-6ii-. ~:" 5un~
Sentinel.com indicated that the skull' still had :-t~eth
and hair intact and was supposed "to be used in (ites
as part of her Voodoo beliefs." If convicted on charges,
including "failure to declare the head and transporting
hazardous material in air commerce," she may spend 15
years behind bars.

Powdered Sugar Considered Drug
Confqsed police and school officials have charged
a 12-year-old with felony possession of a look-alike
drug for bringing a bag of powdered sugar to school.
The Chicago Sun-Times reported that the boy jokingly
told friends that he had cocaine, but then added "just
kidding" as he revealed it to be sugar that he was using
fora science experiment. The school handbook states
that look-alikes can be a problem to staff and students
"not equipped to differentiate between the two." Police
say the boy potentially faces five years of probation.

Deadbeat Rider Meets Destiny

.

A Berlin man who skipped out on paying his taxi
fare was unexpectedly picked up by the same cabbie.
According to Reuters, the deadbeat called for a new cab
after fleeing from the driver that had been transporting
him, but was later shocked when the. same taxi that he
stiffed pulled up. Police said that the man "took it like a
gentleman and admitted the game was up." "Too shocked
to run," the thief waited while police arrested him.

North America
Cheney takes blame for hunting accident
. The Associated Press reported on Feb. 15 that Vice
President Dick Cheney "accepted full blame for shooting
a fellow hunter and defended his decision to not publicly
reveal the accident until the following day." According to a
Texas Park and Wildlife Department report, a group bf quail
was flushed out of hidling when Cheney followed a bird with
his weapon, accidentally shooting Harry Whittington on
the right side of the face and body. Fox 'News conducted an
interview with Cheney in which he labeled himself1fthe guy
that pulled the trig$er that fired the round that hit Harry."
Cheney also said the accident was not Whittlngton's fault.
Controversy arose after Cheney waited until the ,following
day to notifY the press. In the interview, Cheney named
the lack of a press person as the reason for th~ ' belated
.
"accident report; "accuracy was enormously important," he
said. Although Whittington suffered a minor heart attack
_caused by inflammation, he was said by doctors to be "doing
extremely well."
,
For more information visit www.news.yahoo.com.

Bird flu spreads into Nigerian states
Nig-eria's Agriculture Ministry told the Associated Press last week that the "H5Nl
strain of the bird flu has been found i~ two more Nigerian states." The Ministry also said
in a statement that Nigeria 4~s dosed ~nd quarantined bird farms throughout its northern
.
region and neighboring countries have stopped Nigerian poultry imports. The World Health
. Organization "warned that health services across the region should be on high alert." WHO
Director-General Dr. Lee Jong-wook said "the confirmation of H5Nl avian influenza in
poultry in Mrica is a 'cause of great concern and demands immediate action." Worries
have risen on the continent believed to be "little prepared to cope with an outbreak of the
disease." The first case of the strain was detected at a large commercial farm in Kaduna state;
40,000 of the farm's 46,000 birds have died of the flu and the other 6,000 were killed to
prevent further contamination of other farms. Reports indicate that no hljimans have been
infected in Nigeria as of press time. For more information visit www.news.yahoo.com.
"

Europe
Scientists hope to identify rema,ins of Joan of Arc
A French team of 18 scientists and researchers have prepared a series of tests for remains
that they believe may have belonged to the "warrior-turned-saint" Joan of Arc. According
to the researchers, Joan of Arc was burned at the stake and her remains were thrown in the
Seine River; however, 'a rib bone and skin were supposedly taken from the pyre she was
burned in by an unidentified person and "conserved by an apothecary until 1867, before
being turned over to the archdi~cese of lours." Dr. Philippe Charlier told Reuters that
the planned tests "will not be able to say with certainty that the remains are Joan of Arc's
because there is no known DNA sample to compare them with." Instead, the scientists
hope to determine the age of the rib and skin and -t he gender of the body they came from.
Charlier wants to build a "body of presumptions" that show that it pbssibly was Joan of Arc.
For more information visit www.rettters.com.

Asia
Two Australians receive death penalty in Bali -drug case
An Indonesian court told Reuters on Feb. 14 that they have 'isentericed two yaUng
men to diehy firing squad for trying to smuggle heroin from the resoft island of Bali." The
two men from Sydney, Andrew Chan, 22, and Myuran Sukumaran, 24;, are the "accused
masterminds" of the nine Austraiians arrested in Bali; last April for attempting to smuggle
18 pounds of heroin. Anti-narcotics activists in Indonesia praised the judges for their
sentences and Australian Prime Minister John Howard said Australia would make a "plea
for clemency" on behalf of Chan Sukumaran. Australia has abolished capital punishment
and many might oppose the sentence. Over 20 foreigners in Indonesia are on death row for
various drug offences and the country maintains a strong position in its "war against illegal
drugs." For more information vjsit www.reuters.com.
l-

Landslide in Philippines buries village
According to the Associated Press and the Red Cross, "a landslide buried an entire
village in the central Philippines leaving -up to 1,700 people feared dead." Survivors and
witnesses told reporters that they heard lo~d rumbling and what sounded like an explosion.
After the commotion, "the siqe of a mountain collapsed and slammed into the village of
Guinsaugon in the south of the Philippine island of Leyte." Richard Gordon , the head of
the Philippine Red Cross, said in a radio interview that "there are ab~ut 1,500 missing,
200 dead." Reports from the Red Cross .ndicated that a majority @f the buildings ;e~e
demolished or buried by about 12 feet of mud. A village school was completely covered
by mud and it is feared that "nearly 250 children and adults" were 'In the puilding. In '
response, President Gloria Arroyo said she ha,s orde~ed cll-e Coast Guard and the "entire
naval force in the Central Philippines" to assist the di~aster efforts. The U.S. military also
sent the USS Essex and theUSS Harper's Ferry to act as floating hospitals. Head of the
volcanology department claimed "a mild 2.6-magnitude earthquake" struck the area and
may have triggered the mudslide. Experts also blame rain, loose soil, and deforestation.
For more information visit www.news.yahoo.com.
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WIESEL
continued from page 1
Enhancing Human Performance" on
Feb. 24.
Gary Gershman, Ph.D., found
Wiesel's upcoming visit would "make
a nice bridge" between his study
abroad course and this year's theme
after discussing it with his Holocaust
studies class last year. "I've always
wanted to do some study abroad," he
said. Twelve students will be going on
the trip, which will include visits to
Auschwitz and Anne Frank's house,
as well as places in Kosovo which
have seen genocide in the past few
decades.
Other Distinguished Speakers
this year will include Judith Ortiz
Cofer, who was rescheduled after
Hurricane Wilma prevented her
coming . in October, and Michael
Sharmer.

MANDATE
continued from page 1
most of the work we do is to ,educate. I don't feel thatvolunteerism should
be a requirement to be a chartered
organization."
Regardless, "many
other organizations have been
working towards completing their
hours and are close to completion,"
said Kaszuba. As ofyet, no plans have .
been made to revise the mandate.
The only way for clubs and
organizations to ,have thei~ charter
reinstated is to make up their past..
due volu~teer hours. Clubs and
organizations that need to complete
hours can contact the .Office of
Volunteerism
&
. Community
Service, located in Rosenthal Room
100, call 954-262-7297, email ·
volunteer@nova.edu, or visit http: //
www.nova.edu for more information.

Alvin Sherman
Library to Host
Demonstration of
New Database Tool The Alvin Sherman Library and
Elsevier Science will be offering a
. demonstration of Scopus on March
14, beginning at 1 p.m. Attendees
will have a chance to win a free iPod·
at the event.
According to a press release,
Scopus is an "abstract and citation
database navigation tool covering the
world's largest collection of abstracts,
references, and indexes of scientific,
technical and medical literature."
The database includes abstracts and
references from over 14,000 titles and '
4,000 international publishers. It will
be available to all library patrons at the
library website as a trial until Sept. 15.
After that time, the library will decide
whether or not to purchase access to
this database based on feedback from
those who have used it.
For more information, contact
Africa Barfield at (954)262-4562.

FEBRUARY

NSUSGA Moving Past Recent Troubles
By Greg Kyriakakis
Current Affairs Editor

Saneaux was defamed in the faux article
as "convicted counter intelligence
prppagandist" and potential candidate to
head the "Department Of Corruption,
Bribery, and Incompetence."
- "I · was amused by it because if
anyone\ observations are more valid,
it's mine because I've been to every
[SGA] meedng except . one," said
Saneaux. 'J would respect these other
people's opinions if they showed up· to
the meetings and knew what they were
talking about."
Alisha VanHoose~ : Editor. in Chief
of ' The Current, saidth~t anonymity is
part of the problem.
"I think that if they want to do
something like that, they should have
the guts to say it instead of hiding behind
the name of 'Concerned Student #874,"
Said VanHoose . .
_Much of the controversy came
to a- head when Sean Burque of the
Student Union Board and others
sought the . impeachment of IOC
Senator Jessica Boyd and Commuter
Senator Alaina Siminovsky. The petition
accused Siminovsky of "misfeasance
by abusing her power," and Boyd of
"negligence of duty in representing her
constituencies."
The charges have since been
dropped, according to McDonald.
Burque claimed that "this action ' was
not intended to actually impeach the
senators but was to serve as a wake-up
call to those senators as well as other
senators."
"I feel they have let us down by
. not speaking with their constituents
more. Granted, some senators have and
I applaud senators for doing so," said
Burque.
Although he feels' that the SGA

The
NSUSGA
has
faced
turbulent times after controversies on
the IOC listserv, threats of senator
impeachments, and the resignation
of key members. Despite complaints,
SGA leaders ' are confideni: that ·"the
senators are doing a great' job," and
critics are hopeful of reconciling
differences so that the concerns of the
student body can be addressed.
. A number of messages on the '
IOC listsery, many from anonymous .
. senders, h~ve leaa to accusations of
corruptiQn m .- the 'SGA. "[The SGA
has] failed miserably in addressing the
concerns of the student organizations.
The rules ang the process of obtaining
funding .and , accomplishing more
di~e!s~~eVefl.tS :6n cauipus have-become
overwhelm'in'gly' stringent," wrote a
student withthe~ alias '·'Liza Minelli.,"
citing that, an SGA ' committee, the
Campus Entertainment Committee ,
was denied funding.
. Another anonymous funding
complaint contended that "the senators
have lost touch with the concerns of
students; they should be making a
more proactive move towards speaking
with students."
Davia McDonald, Vice-President
of Judicial Affairs said that "I
completely disagree. I feel the ,senatqrs
are doing a great job."
.
"[The anonymous e-mails] don't .
reflect the concerns of the student
body as a whole. I think the SGA does
serve its constituents," she explained.
"Clubs that do follow guidelines do
get the funding."
Budget guidelines are readily
available, as is treasurer training and
assistance from Treasurer Diane Klein,
McDonald added.
Some believe that the anonymity
of the listserv is used for protection.
"If students feel it necessary to post
anonymous messages to the listserv, it
should be more than obvious that they I'
do not feel the SGA andlor the OSB
[Organizational Standards Board] to J
be fair and impartial. Maybe they even
fear retaliation against the organization
they represent," wrote student Erik
Johnels.
McDonald believes that the
anonymous concerns posted o.n the
IOC listserv do not carry much weight
because of their lack of a signer and
since they can come from e-mail
addresses outside of NSU's domain.
"If they are going to make a
[condemning statement]' it would
give credibility to add their names,"
said McDonald:
Under the veil of anonymity,
some have even taken to constriicting
a fabricated article from The Current,
• claiming that SGA President Jason
Peebles created a new position to
facilitate scandals within his party.
Although the disclaimer states
that "This article is in no way the truth.
This is for entertainment purposes
only," The Current office has received
calls questioning , whether the article
. was authored by the newspaper's staff.
The Current staff writer Paul i

,-'

atmosphere . is "extremely hostile"
and "not very friendly and open to
students," Burque has noticed that "the
last SGA meeting was a real meeting for
once." He thinks that the organization
is "moving in the right direction."
The SGA landscape has also been
altered with the resignations of VicePresident of Legislative Affairs Liz
Harbaugh and Siminovsky.
Harbaugh cited personal reasons
for leaving her post, reiterating that the
internal issues were not the cause.
"While this year has not been
what one might call 'smooth sailing,'
I do believe that this group has
dedicated more to the NSUSGA,
and
the
undergraduate student
population, than any group that has
come before. I respect all of everyone's
efforts and energy," Harbaugh wrote
in her resignation announcement.
Siminovsky decided to leave
the SGA after calling upon members
to work out issues. "I invited the senate
to help solve the problems faced by this
SGA because for the past few months
I've been working virtually as a crutch.
Instead, I was told that I'm the problem
because I won't" make decisions for the
senate any longer."
McDonald was saddened by the
resignations of these two members. "I
think that both Liz and Alaina have
made a significant contribution to
the SGA. I think it's unfortunate we
lost Liz Harbaugh because she was an
invaluable member of my team."
With elections coming up for
next year's SGA, McDonald is hopeful
that those concerned with the body's
direction will voice their concerns and
run for office. Anyone interested should
contact davia@nova.edu.
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NSU 'Softball Takes Down
Northwood University in
Doubleheader 4-0, 8~O
.

-

By Alicia Winslett

Sports Editor

,Northwood still hadn't scored.
NSU was able to score three
runs in the sixth inning, and
won 4~0. Shannon Lynch
picked up .the win in the
first game, allowing no runs
and only seven hits in seven
, c.omplete innings of work.
"Our defense kept us in
it (in game one)/' said Head
coach Lesa Bonee. "We got
the one run we needed but
struggled , a little on offense.
We came through in the
sixth.to add three more runs.
Shannon pitched and didn't
do a bad job; we also had a
solid defense behind her."
In the ' second game,
NSU picked up their offense
when they added six runs in
the first two innings. In the
bottom of the second, Katie
Veltri and Nicole Rodrigu,e~
scored with bad defense from
"

..

TAKE DOWN: Junior Shannon Lynch pitches to a
defender waiting at the plate. Photo courtesy Ga'ry
Curreri

In the Sharks' first game
of the 2006 spring season, the
women's' softball team took
down Northwood Univ~rsity
4-0 , and 8-0, rendering
-Northwoba scoreless in both
: games. Both games :were
- p~layed at home at the' A.D.
Griffin Sports Complex,
where several more games
will be played this year.
"The first game 'was a
little rough but then we got
the jitters out and performed
very well the second game,"
said pitcher Shannon Lynch.
"So I am looking forward to
a great season this year. [1
think] w~ are going to go all
the way!"
In the first game, the
Sharks only added one fun
in the first five innings, but

the Seahawks. Then Angela
Martinez came up to bat
with one out and runners
at second and third. She
singled into' right field,
which let Missi Perez and
Callie Binkley corrie in to
score twice.
Thomas .then came ,up
to bat and sent Martinez
home with a single to right
field. In the bottom of
the fifth, NSU added two
more runs, which ended
the game early. The Sharks
took home the victory 8-0.
''Adrian ' Tuttle pitched
well (in the second game).
I was very pleased with our
offensive adjustment from
game one to game two.
We hit the ball much better

Please See SOFT
Page 7
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Men's Ba'sketbilll
NSU Women',s Tennis -Team
Team Steals Win'
Slaughters ~Iorida . ~outher~ ~-O
Winslett
from Eckerd College BySportsAlicia
won 10-4. Then' inr,j~he numbet ' :h~vei been pleased 'irith our
Editor
••.

By Teanell Mesa

Staff Writer

NSU men's basketball team (15-8, 9-3 SSC) stole
two more win,S, rivaling Florida Southern at home
Feb. 8 and overpowering Eckerd College 68-64 on
their couit Feb. 11.
After previously taking a loss to Florida Southern,
the Sharks were motivated to show the Mocs who was
in charge as they ruled the courtand won 85-73.
"ltfelt great to get revenge on them," freshman
center Dave Naylor said, "especially because we feel
we should have beaten them the first time around."
These two wins were massive for the Sharks,
putting them in an excellent situation in the SSC
ranking. The next three conference games are now
crucial for the boys to win in order to be in the running
for the Conference title.
The men's two win run was put to an end Feb.
13 as they were defeated ,by Florida Gulf Coast, 6764. Despite their 17 poindead going into the half
and freshman point guard Rhys Martin's 20 point
contribution, the Sharks were not able to take home
the win.
"David andRhys are wonderful additions to the
men's basketball program," said Head Coach Gary
Tuell. "Both of them have made solid contributions
to the program and provide us with a firm foundation
for the future, as do our other young players like
Tim Coenraad, Josh Wood, Oresti Nitsios and Kevin
Chester."

On Feb. 11, the NSU
women's tennis team took down
, Florida Southern 9-0.: at home
at the BCC 'tennis courts. Not
one match was won by Florida
Southern as the Lady Sharks
dominated all day, putting them
at 2-0 overall.
The Sharks got off to an
impressive start in the afternoon
as three of NSU's doubles won.
The number one duo, Alexa
Korotkevich and Ulia Talalenko,
took an 8-3 win, while Tsippy
Waterman and Andtea Moncada,
the number two team, took an 8·4 win against Florida Southern.
Anna Schmidtmann and Jessica
Homerlein to;k an 8-3 win in
the number 3 slot.
The team went on to singles
play and ' continued to punish
Florida Southern. Homerlein
posted a straight sets victory,
in the sixth position. In the
number two spot, Talalenko
went up against Lidia Gandarias
of Florida Southern. The two
battled for each point, forcing a
super tiebreaker whichTalalenko

,"

)\

1_.

.j

one position, Korotkevich took start- and look forward to
down Meri Got of FSC 6-3, 6- the next two challenging
2.
weeks of conference play,
The team's outlook for the followed by two weeks of
season, is a positive one. "We ' Division I encounters. As
just need to stay on track and ', usual, I continue to have a
not fear any reputations," said well-balanced team, where
Talalenko.
everyone shares ideas and
"I believe we are taking sets priorities. I encourage
positive steps towards reaching academics first, followed by
our realistic goals for the 2005- tennis, ,and if there is any
2006}ennis season," said Head 'time left over, there is always
coach Michael Coleman. "We ' time for social activities." .

Doubles

1. Alexa KorotkeviCh/Ulia Talalenko (NSU) defGoilGandarias
(FSC) ~-3
2. Tsippy Watermanl Andrea Moncada (NSU) def. Lomackal
Willis (FSC) 8-4
3.Jessica Homeriein/Anna Schmidtmann (NSU) def.Aaruml
Puleo (FSC) 8-3
SinQles

1. Alexa Korotkevich (NSU) def. Meri Gol (FSC) 6-3,6-2
2. Ulia Talalenko (NSU) def. Lidia Gandarias (FSC) 6-3,6-7 (104)

,

,

3. Tsippy Waterman (NSU) def. Silje Aarum (FSC) 6-2,6-2
4. Andrea Moncada (NSU) def. Weronica Lomacka (FSC) 6-0,
6-1
5. Anna Schmidtmann (NSU) def. Lindsey Willis (FSC) 6-1,6-1
6.Jessica Homerlein (NSU) def. Alysha Puleo (FSC) 6-0,6-0
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NSU Women's Basketball Team

Danielle Ga'r cia
Honored' With
the Flo H,y man
Award

Overpowers Florida Southern
72-48 andE'c kerd College

By Alicia Winslett

StaffWriter

Tranell Meda

Sports Editor

NSU woman's basketball team
(14-9, 7-5 SSC) crushed conference
The Flo Hyman award was designed
to honor a woman who has dignity, spirit,
rival, Florida Southern, 72-48 and ,
and excellence in life and sports. This year
o~erpowered Ecketd College. 50the person that portrayed all these was
40?-- allowing the Lady 'Sharks to
Danielle Garcia of the Women's Rowing ~", mailitain their fourth place ranking
team. Garcia said, "I was extremely· , in the, SSe.
.
excited (to receive the award) because this
" ' NSU's Lady Sharks tookon
is an award with meaning. It shows that I , the: Florida Southern Mocsfor the
was appreciated for my work as an athte:t:ec'~ ,: ~.iiig4(.g..aJJ.1eat 7 p,m. Feb. 8. With
and as an individual contributing to
d:le'c~:xtitement of a larger crowd in
community through extra curricular
the stands supporting the team, ~the
act!vltles. Flo Hyman who the award
Sharks- stepped their game up and
was named after was captain of the 1984
dominated the court. Going into
U.S. Olympic volleyball team, and led
the half ahead by 15 points, 35-20,
her team to a silver medal and brought
the Sharks saw freshman Eliza Allen
women's volleyball ,i n the United States
come out of her shell with her first
from nothilJ-g to worldwide respect and
double double and a career high of
recognition. The Flo Hyman Award was
12 points.
"I enjoy watching the girls
chartered in 1986 by Congress, National
play, it's a great learning experience
Girls and Women in Sports Day honors
the athletic achievements of females and
for me," freshman red shirt Cherese
also recognizes the importance of sports
Silva said. "!try my best to contribute
and fitness participation for all girls and
as much as I can, even if it's just me
women allover the world.
. being in the stands ch~ering them
On Wednesday February 1 women
on."
Feb. 10, the Sharks hit the
from all the sports over the campus got
road to take on Eckerd College on
together to hear many peopl~ speak, have
Saturday. After a shaky start with
lunch, and see who the award winner
th~ Tritons in the lead, the girls got
would be. Nancy Olson was one of the
their composure and were able to
speakers at the event. She was honored
take
the win while in St. Petersburg,
with the 2006 Pioneer Award. She's the
Executive Director of the Florida Marlins . Fla. Senior Missy Guadagnino
had another outstanding game as
Community Foundation. Garcia was
r

my . -,

,>

picked out of a lot of nominees. "She
was norriinated by several teammates
and when the coaching staff looked at
her nomination against the other rowers
nominated, Dani won out," explained
rowing coach John Gartin. '
Garcia knew the career path she
wanted to take very early in college and
knew she had to do a little extra for to
stand out. She said, ''After my sophomore
year I realized what career path I wanted
to ' pursue and I knew I would , never
succeed if I did not stand out from the
pack. So I invested in a planner 'and
stayed on top of managing my time. I
participated in events or ' organizations
that would make me a better person
and kept telling myself that I only had .
four years of college and I needed to do
everything I could in those four years."
Danielle is a senior on the women's
rowing team, who as ' a first-year rower
sat the coxswain seat in die nationally
ranked No.4 Varsity 4+ boat that finished
fourth at the , 2005 NCAA Division II
Championships in May. She also helped

Please See HYMAN ·
Page 7
L.... _ __

,

Katie Cloud looks to pass the ball off to a teammate. Photo
courtesy J.e. Ridley

she scored the team high of 14
points.
"We started the game off

slow, but we came together
as a team and got the job
done," said Guadagnino.

Women's Basketball
Sat
Wed
Sat

02/18/06
02/22/06
02/25/06

2:00 PM
5:30 PM
5,0:30 PM

Tampa, Fla.
Miami Shores, Fla.
Home

University of Tampa
Barry University
Rollins College

Women's Golf
Sun

02/26/06

Lakeland, Fla.

Lady Moc Classic

TBA

Softball
Tue
Tue
Fri
Pri
Sat
Sat

02/21/06
02/21/0S
02/24/06
02/24j06
02/25/06
02/25/06

Florida Gu1f Coast University
Florida Gulf Coast University
Henderson State University
University of Arkansas-Monticello
Southern Arkans·as University
Henderson State University

5:00 PM
7:00 PM
1:00 PM
5:00 PM
1:00 PM
3:30 PM

Home
Home
Arkadelphia,
Arkadelphia,
Arkadelphia,
Arkadelphia,

Ark.
Ark.
Ark.
Ark.

Women's Tennis
Sun
Sat

02/19/06 ~
02/25/06

Thu
Fri
Sat

02/23/06
02/24/06
02/25/06

12:00 PM
11:00 AM

Eckerd College
Rollins College

St. Petersburg, Fla.
Home

Baseball
6:00 PM
7:30 PM
1:00 PM

Home
Home
Home

Mercy College
Mercy College
NSU Alumni Game

Men's Basketball
Wed
Sat

7:30 PM
7:30 PM

02/22/06
02/25/06

Barry University
Rollins College

Miami Shores, Fia.
Home

Men's Golf
Sun

02/26/06

TBA

AASU/Southbridge Pirate Invitational

..

Savannah, Ga.
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"She was nominated. by several teammates a.nd when ..-.
[stacked] against the other rowers ... Dani won out"

The Sharks come
out on top despite
initial jitters over
their first game of
the 2006 Spring
Season
and finally got oui timing and
hit the ball hard," commented
Bonee. In the second game,
Adrian Tuttle picked up her first
win. She only allowed one hit in
five complete innings.
Overall, Jessie Thomas led
the Sharks, 4-for-4 from the plate
wit~ two doubles, 3 RBIs, and
two runs scored. Angie Martinez
was 3-for-5 with2 RBIs and one
run scored.
"We had a solid performance
for an opener. [I] thought we
looked confident in the batter's
box and I was very pleased as to
how we played together. They
picked each other up very well,"
Bonee said.

lead NSU to an overall third place d~finitely goes. to my teammates International Radio andTelevision
finish and a second place overall because they support so much that Society, so I am in the top 50 out
finish for the team at the SCC I do and they make me a good of around 1000 applicants. I have
Championships. Garcia is also the person. S.o I have to share it with one more interview to find out ifI
sports director for NSU Radio X all the ladies on the rowing and make it as a fellow, they only have
and has helped create and run The . cross-country team, and to the few 25 positions. That would place
Final Stretch- a radio spons talk left who I played softball with two me in New York for the summer
show dedic::~ted to NSU Athletics. yea.rs ago. I would al$'o hay~ to share . working in the communications
She organJz,ed the first Shark Rally it with my rowing coach, Coach field: Then I hope to be attending
and distributed 500 t-shirts campus Gartin, because he pushes all the graduate school next year pursing
V\:'ide. · She helped initiate three rowers to be student leaders and a master's in public relations,"
campus org-aitizations: Leadership ~he support is really helpful. Lastly, she commented. Coach Gartin
Hon9Is . Society, . English Honors I have to share it: with my mentor seemed very pleased that Garcia
Sodetj: -'- an~ .. -'Communications on campus Dr. Waites. She has received this award because she
Honor Societ}r. .She is also in the opened my mind up to all this and put so rriuch into her college
process of organizing a school she is the person who got me into career. "Dani did a lot of hard
leadership
conference.
She all my commitments."
work to earn the Flo Hyman
contributes free-lance articles to
Also, the other nominees for Award. I think that it is a wellthe campus newspaper and has the Flo Hyman Award included deserved award representing her
also donated her hair for Locks of women's golfer Lindsey Colbert, determination to do her best in
Love, a program for children with tennis player Anna Schmidtmann, everything that she does. It is also
alopecia. Danielle holds a 3.49 GPA women's soccer player Cortney an award that represents what the
and was also a member of the NSU Reid, women's basketball player rowing team try's to do on a daily
Softball and Cross County teams Mechelle Jones and cheerleader basis. I am sure that there are
Johanna Torres.
early on in her college career.
other rowers right now looking at
After receiving the award
Garcia has a bright future the bar that Dani helped set and
Danielle got up to speak. She had just around the corner. "Right trying. to figure out how to reach
. "
a lot of people she wanted to share . now I am a finalist for a prestige It.
this award with. "(This award) fellowship in New York City for the

.

.
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PALM BEACH

t

TAMPA

Fifth Annual
Graduate School Planning Day
Thursday, February 23, 2006
10:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Parker Building Walkway

l

. . . . &PIia..

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American University of the Caribbean
Barry University
Florida State University
Nova Southeastern University
Palmer College of Chiropractic
Saint Thomas University
University of Miami

Is a graduate or prafellianal degree in your future?

Take advantage of this appartunity to meet with
repreaentatiYBI from institutions, such a"

•
•
•
•
•

Broward County Public Schools
Dade County Public Schools
Federal Bureau of Investigation
NSU Career Services
United States Army

Arts & Entertainmen·t
.-

FilmReview

(U-WIRE) HOUSTON
- Samuel L. Jackson and Julianne
Moore team up in Freedomland, a
thriller about racial tensions in the
wake of a missing 4-year-old boy.
The movie staits off at a
fast pace with some hard to follow
dialogue. Brenda (Julianne Moore)
. arrives at a hospital, hands bloody
from an accident. She is frantic and
nearly incoherent as she' explains
to investigator Lorenzo Council
(Samuel . L. Jackson) that she's
just been injured in the course of
a carjacking. On top of that, her
son was asleep in the .backseat
of the car, which explains her
inconsolable state.
An all-our lockdown of the.
neighborhood where the carjacking
occurred is implemented. This
neighborhood just happens to be
in a poor, predominantly black
part of town.
Tenants cry foul and
vehemently protest what they
believe to be unfair and racially .
driven measures taken by the
police. The protesting eventually
escalates into a showdown between
police and the black community.
Moore is a drippy, weeping
mess for the length of the film. Her

By Marines' Alvarez
A&HEdftor

No One Knows the Bond Girl

. ,t-

So we all know that the real reason anyone cares
about James Bond is be.cause he gets hot chkks. So
we were kind of amused during the search for the
new Bond, but the new Bond girl is what we've been
waIting for. Wait no longer, for they have picked
her. Unfortunately, you don't know her. Her name
is Eva Green, a French actress who was last seen in
the movie Kingdom ofHeaven. Yeah, well, there went
that.

"Nimphv Babby" Has a Great Dad

character is a former drug addict- longing glances and spats
turned-school teacher who can't between police and young
seem t6 pull herself together black men', but a . plot twist
enough to teU investigators what picks it back up just before I
they need to know to help her started looking around to see if
find her son. She also acquires anyone else in the theater was
a poor white trash dialect that looking as bored as I felt.
Edie Falco gives a stoic
is unbecoming of the lady who
brought some class to porn as performance as a woman who
~ber Waves in Boogie Nights. had her child abducted years
Jackson
plays
a ago and now is on a personal
role typical of his previous vendetta to locate any missing
characters. Deep, philosophical children in the community.
soliloquies about God, life and She also is the key to finding
what it means to be a parent are . our where Brenda's son is.
Generally,Freedomland
.punctuated with ~hreatening yet
witty remarks to anyone who is a t~ought-provoking film on
stands in his way. A better actor the race relations, and sincere
. performances by Falco and
couldn't have been cast.
Halfway through, the Jackson help move boring or
film threatens to get bogged confusing parts along.
down in redundant dialogue, .

Renaissance-Festival Offers a
Little Taste of the Days of Yore

In today's soci~ty, it seems as if dysfunctional
families are all the rag.e. In light of that, I think it's
time to give credir where credit is due and remember
the granddaddy and gr-andmommy of odd pairings:
Whitney Houston amd Bobby Brown. But this
isn't abolJt them. It'~ abo~t the great kids that their
creepy genes produc€d. Browns kias are big fan·s of
"myspace" but the bad newS is that the Brown kids
are also big f-ans of ckunken shenanigans and they
don't mind sharing. Browds 16 ye.a r old daughter
LaPtiliIda. shares in her profile the answers to these
qaestiofls," Would you ever be an exotic dancer? -"Ohh
' P'
. a'ns-wers. Dave
U
. yOIU e.ver
.
J
d l'le
l·k yess," L 9;,
Fl;nCla
uane.e
a whord -;'¥ess all the riine." Twelve~year-olcl Robhi
Kristina, Bobby's daughter with Whitney, used
L
babb)}
f he screen name ".
nlrnpno
' .}':, and wrote, <c.1
love swi~miR with 11!0t gu,ys '101 (m~rnorles). i love
--".- ~~-- - --"'-'---"""!!!'!makingout,. .. and last but not least i love BOYS,
BOYS, BOYS!!!!!!!!" res a sad, sad world. And what
could Bobby Brown possibly say \:0 his 12-year-o:ld
4aughtflr? "Ies your pt.~'Fogative honey, but remembe,r
..nymp h"·
·' h a ""'Ah
o · IS spe11.01
-e n Wlt
y.
, th·
e JOYs 0 f
parenting.

Net" a

Bee-awe ' Every " Gq CtJ1.IA
S9unJtraeli

r~ l'r01'"SlKe whm;~ atong the 1~~ «gaY' became
a: tf:(~~, '~Ut, tt did aJilrt it sh.ows P:~sjgfi5 uf'slpwing.
CaS{}, ~ ~~1\111;? .11~:§):NelsQn: d.~tited ~s n;~w
SD..B.<g, "C@wboys a:r:e Fnequeptly, S:ePr;~ely (F~€l of
~L O·L
".n· on ~
.-1 Jte;cl'l.S
Co.
. , s-a'tCi:"11"
' fa d'
L._
. a~lt
·U'~O
n6~ru
. fire
· t'6 ~IdUW.
E
N&~0:l16lts
$e sO'~t~ de_epJyF~$
lke/"Wh<rt did
III
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By Alisha VanHoose

Editor-in-Chiej
Surrounded by wenches and
royalty, street performers and
vendors, anyone ' can feel like a
lord or a lady.
Florida
The
South
Renaissance Festival opened to
large crowds despite cold weather
on Feb. 11 and will continue
to run every weekend through
March 19, as well as President's
Day.
Music,
shows
and
demonstrations
entertain
throughout the day on more
than a dozen stages, while food
vendors and plenty of unique
shopping
opportullltleS
are
available to satisfY anyone with
money burning a hole in their
pocket.
The festivities . this year
include several new stage acts,

-

SIJo;w!JiI& BilJ

Freedom/and CastBails Out Boring Plot
By Sarah Tressler
The Daily Cougar (u. Houston)

PAGE 9

-.

d'ii;mi-. an ukem' saddles and apt~ waslibolitt?"
aJird '-ti-ns~ti e'V'ety Cl<\,wb@y th~~ :t lad,,- wh$l>~·
lov:e t@ slitp ou't." "though I p:er..s@l'lally' think ,fhe
song wQlli¥€I've be.e n b>eu.er aspat:t @f the J3rj)ke.bttdi
Mountain $d1:l,Ifidtet4l¢k, you know ~hat they say: ~?'S'
m:.eve-F t1fi(i) late t@ keat Oil s@ng by WIllie N'eis0R {l1\)).(i)llt
homosextra:! cowboys.
not exacclo/ sure
s:ay;s
tha:t~ but I think someone does.
Y01ll

according
to
Executive
Director Bobby Rodriguez. He
also added that this is the first
year that the king is jousting.
Young King .Henry VIII,
played by Matthew Mansour,
is also the central character
in "Henry and the Devious
Designers," a takeoff of "The
Emperor's
New
Clothes"
designed by Entertainment
Director Paul Stickney. . The
story takes place in two parts
, on the Tudor Stage.
Even with all of the new
acts and storyline, all the old
favorites are still around. The
Washing Well Wenches and
the' Mudde Show each offer
half an hour of silly fun, but
don't sit in the first few rows
. unless you want to be splashed.
Magic ' acts, children's shows
and acrobatics also take the

stage, and the ever abrasive
Christoph the Insultor will
zing your friends with creative
and hilarious insults ... for a
____
price.

As with any kind .of
fair, music is a central part
of the Renaissarice Festival. '
Bands like The Minstrels of
Mayhem, Cantiga, Bedlam
and Shaelaurel each offer
t~fir own unique sound, and
the pub sing at the end of the
day is not to be missed.
The joust and birds
of prey demonstration take
place three times a day, and
there are several opportunities
to see other demonstrations
iri sword fighting, archery,

Please See REN
Page 12
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1Jhe EiJil Plan Gotlftin:ues
Who ever said

Bti-t:n~ Spears

was dumb? Welt,

okay, she is pretty dumb, but when it comes to g.etting
puliUcity she goes f-rom peanut br,ained to Einstein
in not;i4il'l:@ at all. What's tfie best way to s.CQre the
front C0ver Qf People Magazine? 13dtney knows!' Just
drive around with a litde haby in your lap and (hem
blame it on the paparaz.zi. Hey, I'm talking about it;
aren't I? Eesides the "babygate" scandal, the article in
People highlights Btit-ney's desire ,t o get back in the •
studio 'boof) and her decision to head back to the
gym (yay!) Next time Spear's oareer is heading down
the crapper, she's packt:d on a good 20 pounds and
she's ma:ttied to a din bag, don't he surprised if sIr !
rides around with Sean Preston on the roo£
~,,'

.. ' . '
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in Arts & Entertainment

Ruttnlng SctJreJ
Staitl'il13: Patal Ya!lkret" Cl!taizz Pliin111iioori
D~or: W«Yll-e Lamer
GeJ:Ute: Aoti'O;J1" Dr~a
MPAA BatiA&: II
For over a d.~tie, }o¢y G~z'tlle .bas S'lllctessiuity }u.leei 1tis co;n4\i'i~~
t0tes as'bQ,llh. IOvl~tt famt:ly ma;n i'tn<.l a l~w-level em,toyee fi)fike Italian:
Fet~bh; .mob in. Grimley,. New Jersey. Howe-vrer. wnen Jl1I'eJ ign1J>tes th'tl
'1 ..'
. t· • •. .. . . '
. ..1:...
·.f . .' . ...1' . ~L t'._J .1,. ."
ftl0:0
S expnctit l$1S«U(,)t;lOftS to .l iHsp0'Se (1) a ~ us~u '1,0 , !,(tle Ia;tWl sno0tlDg
(\)f a C01'lttlJl.Pt C(\), dud;~ a bu~ dt't13 bl!lf', l1e:unwi.'!y I"litts. hts :e11>tire
fatnjt, in immediate dQ'Fl~etl.

MaJea''S Jlllfni~ Re:unio.n
Starting; TyAfer Pony, :Jlarr Underwood
Oirec.lo:r: lYler Perry

WPM Radng: PG-13

*

~

An Uillstoppable force of nat:tll:~, sotathern lttlttrifil1lCK M-adea may h3.\ve
fInailytaken on more than she can chew. She has just been co'Wrt ordered
to l>e tn c~rg<7'0f Nilkid,a r&befii~ rU1ilawa:w, her tllieces Li'Sa an:d Vane'Ssa
are sderin;g relationm ip tTouble. and.wU;0tilgk it all $Mte has to<>J:~afl'1ze her
~y l1€Ull:ioR. Madea must use every tactic m he!' arsenal to not ondy keeJil
nhe 'Peaoe, but kleep her fan;rl'Y togerhe£.

REN
continued from page 9
...dancing and glass blowing.
Other shows and programs
this year include Noble Eye for the
..peasant Guy, a takeoff of the show
"Queex Eye for the Straight Guy,"
and ,the Knight's Challenge, where
local residents compete in knightly
pursuits _like archery and ches~ for
the top prize.
.
The Renaissance Festival takes
place
Quiet ~aters Park in
.Delray Beach, Fla. "~Gate~ open at
10 a.m. Tickets are $20 at the door
for adults and $7 for children over

at
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i1lvestl.tion af the .m<>St per,lexi':ng sort.
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to Gran' Ba.•·ama Is an.1
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E VERYON E \~l]i,L RECEIVE:

lfAuttever!>(J(JpJe $~ 1 Am Thats "'bat 1 Am Nat; by AF.ctk: Mo:u eys
Other PeopM Livet l\}y"Ray Davies
Separate ways by 1.eddyThompsoll

•

the age of 5.: Season passes are $69
and $35, respectively, Tickets to the
King's Feast, a five course meal served
in the Great Hall, cost $63.
Discounted tickets can be
bought online or at Community
Bank of Broward, and coupons are
available through Broward County
Transit and on Mountain Dew cans.
Group rates are also available. For
more information on the Renaissance
Festival, the entertainment schedules,
and the King's Feast menu, visit www,
ren-fest.com.

It', new and exciting and lots of FUN. I

Availahle F' _u.-y 21

L
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GeAft: Come€l,.. Drtlima

At a London puh c:alle<il
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.'.

A~ailal>le FelJru;ary 21
ltosa:rio DawsGln in l!tJmt
Nicolas Ca~e in the .ather M¥t'lll
Cbadize Ther0cO in North Country
KeiraKn.ghtley in Domino

Have you been resting in calm
waters lately?
If so, why?

Get caught in the Current.
Fef,mary21
NOflX at ll~ol'tttj;O:ll i:n Ft.. Lau"rdaie
Hal:fspta:y at the Jackie G~eason nl1~atet

FObruary25
Browara. Sympfiony O rch.est1Fa at Balley Hal rn Davie

Once you become a fully registered member of

The Current, every time a new issue hits the stand,
you will receive a notice directly to yourinbox
along with full links to each featured article in '
that issue.

Movie s.vnopsis fJnd photo courtesy ofw'M-'lMyahoo.mo'Vtfes.com
J30fPk synopsis (J01!trtesy of www.bell!·ifls;(fln«tJobce.com

Compled by Mannes Atvare;z
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Current A
Conc8;rned About Your Nutritio;n?
Ask a Registered Dietician
By AJJison Bean, Belinda James and Sarah Youngman
NSU Nursing 5tJuaencts
Here are some of the smden,rs' commonly asked qtlestions and concerns
about nutrttioll;, aaswered by Mary K~zotis, registered dietician and NSU fliurslll;g
raculty.

. The DeSantis building atrium's stairway balcoily~erved as the stage for
the student leaders as the ?idders looked o~ PhQto By Paul Saneaux

.First Annual Valentine's.DaV'C,harity
Auction Collects Proceeds·.a nd a Crowd
By Paul Saneaux
Staff Writer

Hands rose hesitantly .in the
dimly lit DeSantis building atrium
as bidding in the live auction opened
around 6:30 p.m. Red candles, lights
in the surrounding hallways, and the
skylight illuminated . the attendees
slowing filling the space and taking'
their seats. Other bidders became
more confident, however, when
the first few placed their bids and
increased the stakes.
The First Annual Valentine's
Day Charity Auction hosted by
Student Engagement took place on
Friday, Feb. 10, and went to help an
organization already familiar to the
NSU community: the Jason Taylor
Foundation.
Socializing at the event was
Executive Director of the Jason
Taylor Foundation Seth Levit. "The
Foundation was created to benefit
children who are disadvantaged
and needy," he said. "We operate
in Broward, Dade, and West Palm

Beach gi~ing back.to the community
and supporting tnose ·less fortunate
with programs and special events like
this one."
Although tp.e Miami Dolphins
All-Pro Defensive End could not be
in attendance, Levit was in constant
communication with Jason Taylor
through the night. Levit said Taylor
was aware of the event and went as .
far as contacting him via cell phone
text message.
"I had a great time at NSU
during the Life 101 event and really
enjoyed meeting with the students
that evening," wrote Taylor. "The fact '
that [the university] responded with
an offer to support my Foundation
through this fundraiser is amazing."
Over $5,000 in proceeds were
· raised for the Foundation in two ways;
a silent auction and a live auction.
The silent auction exhibited items
such NSU Shark gear and signed

Qi I have gained .e: famEus "fres}t,man fifteen" as a result of overeating,
what can I do to achieve weight loss?
A: Start the dacy with breakf~st to kick-start your metabolism and to avoid
excessive munger at Ittnc:htime, tmen eat five or six smail meals dluring the da:y to
keep the metabolism revved up.. Whetmer or not a food is fattening has more to
. do with portion size and frequency than whether the food gets its calories from
carbohydrates, protein, or fat: Eat more fiber because fiber will give you a full
feeLing. The choke of fruit is a good aLternative to satis£)' a sweet tooth craving.
Exercise most days of the week for 30 minutes of moderate intensity, but for
optiinal promotion of fat burning, that exercise duration should be increased to
60 minutes per day. The activity need not be continuous and can be accumulated
over the cottrse of the day. It does not matter if the calories used are predominantly
glucose (ia high intensity activity) or fat (i!Fl lower i!Fltensi:ry acrivity) , as long as
a calorie deficit is created. Pursue an activity that you find enjoyable and use the
buddy sy;stem. Start slowly and gradually increase your activity. Keep an activity
log ttIl,ti;l it becomes second nature.
Q: Is it true that there are supplements to take which can enhance my athletic
performance?
A:: Researchers have failed to substantiate claims that ergogenic aids such
as bee poliLeIl, camiti!Fle aFld lecithi;n i4nprove streFlgrh or eIlciul}ance. Two more
poputar supplemen;ts are creatine and DHEA. Creatine is an amino acid that
is used to synthesize oreatine FhoSFhate, which can generate ATP for muscle
contraction. Research has supported the bene£ixs of creatine supplements for
short-term anaerobic exercise that requires explosive burst of energy, such as
sprintint and weigh:t Li,tting. Creatine supplements have not beeIJ assodated with
serious sicle effects, but con.trolled toxicology studies nave not been done, aad the
safety and effectiven..ess of the long~term use of this supplement is unkRown.
DHEA (denyclroepiandrosterone) claims that it is converted into testosterone
and es:trogen inside the body and promises to build muscles, burn fat, and delay
chronic d,iseases ass0cia-nea with a-gillg. Thes~ bene·f}ts have not been proven.
DHEA may cause acne, oily s:kin, facial hair, voice deepening, ·hair loss, mood
changes, liver damage and stimulate existing cancers. Anabolic steroids have
proven t'D have very severe side effects and are contraindicated for life.
The bottom line is that despite the risrflg popularity of su:pplements, the
best and satest way for you "to increase muscle mass is the hard way: 'lift weights
aftd eat more. For more information on supplements, go to www.nutrition.gov.

Please See V-Day
Page 12
~

Alpha Kappa Alpha Seek to
Establish Chapter at NSU
By Kristine Belizaire
Distribution Manager

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
Incorporated,
an
international
organization of college and graduate
women, is seeking to establish a
chapter at NSU.
Devarn Flowers, President of
the Epsilon XI Omega Chapter,
said that the organization decided to
. start a chapter for NSU after female
undergraduate students approached
them, saying that they had family
members who had been in the sorority
and would like to join as well.
Kyle Patton, Graduate Assistant
for Greek Life, explained that the
sorority has made substantial progres~ .
at the university in the past month,
planning events to engage students
to understand the sorority in hopes
of translating their interest into
membership.

"There is a need for AKA at
NSU. We don't have many groups
that represent minorities in Florida
and we. need to. It's simple as that,"
said Patton.
The sorority's planned events
include a financial management '
workshop, which will offer advice
to the students on personal money
management, and Dressing for
Success, a program that will provide
.the students with tips on dining
etiquette and table manners.
Flowers is proud of AKA and
the members that have made an
impact on society as a whole. "We
have many outstanding women
in our organization; including
Corretta Scott King and Alicia
Keys. I personally think it will be a

Please See AKA
Page 12

Q: I am a body builder and I want to gain more muscle and lose body fat.
Will eating more protein benelit me?
A, First, protein eaten in excess of need is stored so that extra protein
consumption wi!U e'n d up as fat stores. Because protein synthesis 1ft the body
uses all amino adds, there are no advantages to having an excess of any of them.
To butk up oIle's muscle, it is useful to increase calories consisting of adequate
protei!Fl antf carboh:ydrates, as well as to maintain adequate exerCise. To gaiIl one
pound of muscle per week, an extra 14 grams of protein are needed daily. This
14 grams is found in 2 ounces of meat, fish, chicken or legumes. Typically,
Americans get twice as much protein as they need every day.
.....
Q: I feel like I have been dieting my.whole life, but I'm heavier now than
ever. "What diet do you recommend?
A: There are thousands of diets and programs to promote weight loss.
Un.fortunately, 75% to 95% of dieters regain their weight abter dieting. The key
to maintaining weitght loss is all about lifestyle modification. Any weight loss
!:"Jan you choose has to be one you can live with evety day without being toO
temy>l;;ed to give ttp. In a weight-management program, you should look for the
fo11owing: It should proyide a healthy dietary pattem that can be followed for
life. For example, it should meet ail nutrient needs, be flexible enough to be
fo,r~owed in different settings and on dififerent occasion and should notre-quire
special foods or supplements whkh are very costly and usuaNy i!Fleffective. Also,
the diet should promote reasonable, weight loss-in the range of one half to
twO pounds per week. Ideally, the program should stress the need to increase
physical uttvity arl'd should include some type of social' support. Fina:tiy, the
program should be based on sound scientific principles and monitored by we~t
management J::lrogram htlaltlt professionals. For more information on evaluating
weig\itt--loss programs, go to the American Dietetic Association at www.eatright.
orgf and sea:rcl:i for weight loss.
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AKA

Catholic Student Association
Comes to Campus
By Michael Bergbauer
StaffWriter

An up and .coming student
group, Catholic Student Association,
is taking steps to become fully
chartered and is accepting members.
The CSA (not to be. confused
with
the
Caribbean
Student
Association) is currently conducting
its first membership drive. "Any
current NSU student may join; being
Catholic is not a pre-requisite," said
CSA president Amy Taylor. "Our
· \
'organization is open to all students:
. Catholics seeking to grow in ' their
faith as well as students of other faiths
who would be interested in learning
more about the Catholic faith and
traditions."
Plans are underway to ' get
the organization running. "Once
we obtain three more officers and
a collection of members, we will
move to the chartering stage," said
Marta Vargas, from the Office of
Campus Ministry - Archdiocese of
Miami, who will be the group and
event coordinator . representing the
· Archdiocese.
The group's mission is to "help
students grow in and share their faith,
leadership and social awareness that
actively makes positive contributions
to their"university community as well

20, 2006

continued from page 11

~ AKA

to serve QS 'Q new group for women

as the community around . them,"
viable asset to have ~his chapter on services dealing with areas like
said Vargas. With this goal in mind,
heath, education and economic
- campus for the students."
the group will plan such activities as
Established on the campus of empowerment. The sorority is now
"Spirit, Night" meetings, Liturgical
Howard University, Washington a national organization and has
Celebrations, bible studies and other
D.C. in 1908; AKA is the first established a chapter at every major .
social activities.
and largest organization for black university in Florida except NSU.
Addi tionally,
the CSA's
women and focuses on commu~ity
biggest event of the year, Faithfest,
will be held on Feb. 25 from 4
p.m. t() 1e p.m. at 'the St Thomas . V-DAY
. Universiij Campus: "There will be
continued from, page 11
Con~te~pora;y Christian music by
local bands, food vendors, and a
IIlemorabilia contributed by team organizations and colleges of the
chance forYOlmgadults in attendance
members of the Miami Dolphins campus donated their time.
tocreativef express their faith via
and Florida' Marlins . .. The highest
Sorority Senator and Phi
poe~~~ ~~ngi:eu:.,"" said Vargas. ''At
bid on the live auction was for Sigma Sigma sister Andrea Cevallos ·
wi-ll be a Mass and
the end
dinner for two at P.F. Chang's with was .one of the student leaders up
Eucharistic proce~sion. This annual
Director of Student Engagement for auction, along with tickets
event draws college students from
Katie Blanco for $320.
for a one day Sea Escape cruise.
all over the Archdiocese of Miami
Jason Taylor was not the only Enthusiastic about participating,
for a fun and uplifting evening."
Dolphins playe( to contribute; Cevallos 'said she "heard about
Aside from events, CSA
. former Dolphin Dan Marino [the auction] through the SGA
is also planning weekly meetings.
volunteered autographed items and Katie." Smiling and laughing,
Taylor said, "we will meet once a
along with Sam Madison, Randy s.he added ''I'll get involved with
week for about two hours. We will
McMichael, and others. Lenny anything with Jason Taylor."
focus the many' challenges students
Harris of the . Marlins provided
"Not only is it a good cause,"
face today and how we can effectively
autographed baseballs. The live said Lambda Theta Phi brother,
apply our faith to work successfully
auction featured chances to interact Freshman Senator, and bidder
through these challenges."
with faculty and student leaders at Andrew Ibrahim, "but this also
Those interested in joiningthe
places like Quarterdeck and Tarpon gives the students a chance to get
CSA should contact President Amy .
Bend.
<:0 know the administrators. It's
Taylor at tamy@nova.edu or Marta
Blanco, creator and organizer an opportunity to network; the
Vargas at bccnovacatholic@yahoo.
of the event, said she "searched administrators have great advice _
com.
for and invited students and to offer from their experiences."
faculty that were clear leaders in Ibrahim won the bid for dinner for
their fields" to participate in the four with Dean of Student Affairs
auction. Th'i rty three members of Brad Williams.
the NSU community from vario~s

y
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<; GETTING MARRIED? ON A BUDGET?,· ·

1

I c.<:' Ju$'t because you're a couple on a budget doesn't mean you
I .' 'eanit have beautiful wedding. We can transform your venue
I '
into the wedding of your dreams!! '

I
I
I

~

:

a

Decorating/Table Set-up/lnvitations/Favors-Gift BasketsNendor
I '
Referral/CoordinationI"Day-Of' Services. .

I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

L~

Why pay expensive banquet hall prices!
WWW.ALlTHEHELPUNEED.COM
ABRIDESASST@AOL.COM
954-873-2718 ,

____

'

_~

________

~~

______

~

,I
I
FOR
SALE
I
I
Luxury Condo at Rolling Hills!
I
I
Directly across from NOVA, 2-bedroom, 2-bath, top-floor unit,
I spacious tiled living and dining area, cozy eat-in kitchen, custom I
I
I
mirrors, screened balcony, panoramic views, secured building,
I
· 1.
community pool, clubhouse, more.
I
I
I
I
Call Susan Picunko .
I
I
Keller Williams Patjners Realty
I
I
(954) 448-2264 or (954) 653-5860.
I
I

~----~------------------~
.
I

I
I

Phone Representative for Morgan Stanley

I

I
I

Weekdays, 5-9pm. $9/hour.

I
I

I
I

I
I
·I

Take a Bite Out ·o f This ...
Current Events Cal'endar
"C3cood and IfMl"

February 20
"Good and E--v il"
Torture in the Modern Age

f!:nhancin§} HtfffJ/·an Performance
7 - 9 p.m. Knight Auditorium

7 - 8:30 p.m. Alvin Sheu:maFl
Ltbrary 4009 ;.-

Spoflsored ~y P:- arquhar Colleg.e

Sponsored by FarqtJoar Oolleg.e

Fllght Deck Foutes
8 p.m. Flight Deck
Sponsored by Student Union..

February 22
Leadership .Lufllaheon
12 - 1 p.rn. F'IignT Deck

February Z5

Sponsored by Student Activities

8Y8LOS Literacy Lectures
Alvin Shermafl Library

February 23
Intramural Soccer OhampioJ'ilstlips
7 p.m. Field 8
Sponsored by Campus
Recreation

King Tut
11 a.m.
Tick·ets Available Fllght Deck Rm.

February 24

February 26

Intramural SoccerAH-~tar Game
5 p.m. Location T8A
Sponsored by Campus
Recreation

hlltramural CoRee 8asketball
Clnamp10nships
1 p.m. Field 8
Sponsored by Campus Recreation

202

Invite individuals to University sponsored investing classes.
Great resume builder for students with excellent
communication skills.

I
I

I·

*Compiled from the Student Affairs calendar &

(954) 713-8452

I

NSU Shark Bytes.

t

._---------------------_.

Student Medical Center'
•

:'---i

~U

~'.j

.'

Providing ComprehensIve
H.ealth Care
for ALL Students
in tile
South Florida. Education
Center...
• NU:::a Sou!h~astern Un iver,ity
• Bmwat d Corn:tttullity Col1eglJ

• Florid," Allantk Ut\iver,~ it y
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.OfJinions
A Fly On the Wall:
By Paul Saneaux
StaffWriter

Changing-Gears

uniforms weren't a one-time
The problem with a~y written
constitution, or any legal document, ' cost. Also, the bilL was presented
nine days before event date'
is that the language used to explain
Dear NSU Community,
instead of 10, so a debate broke
and enumerate the rules is, subjective.
There is no document in 'the world ' :out on, whether .that violation
Lately I've noticed a major trend
(t;nat I kno~ of, at least) that abs~lutely voided the bill from the start.
of people packing up and getting out
As I mention 'before; Minority
(more in a figurative sense than a literal ',' ~ii~ , clearly states all its guidelines.
Amhiguityof language also prombtes
Sel).ator Randy Rodriguez-Torres
one, but you get my meaning) . I'm:'
killed the dialogue by saying that
the birth of endless interpretations.
not talking exclusively about the SGA
the 10-day rule shouldn't apply
Unless there was infinite time
(although they've certainly had thdr
'uniforms. I know following
to
, ,and space to plainly write aut how
share of resignations a month or so befor~ ,
the rules is important in most
c:= ev~ty" t:ule In a constitution applies
their term ends, with explan;ltioris :or ~
ta "aU)'. and "every possible situation,
cases, but common sense should
otherwise), but also a few other people
override rules when they dOI}'t
confliCt'.will always arise on how to
who may not be formally giving up their
make any sense whatsoever.
apply those rules. Politicians and the
positions, but are certainly doing as little
The point is that these
rest of civilizations could only hope
in those positions as humanly possible.
unnecessary discussions take up ,
for this magical manuscript. But'ifThe
So what happened to the concept
Lovin' Spoonfuls asked me if I believed valuable time for real, important
of responsibility? What happened to the
business. I don't know if
in magic I would shake my head "no."
idea of sticking out those last few weeks or
priorities are mixed up in these
Unfortunately,
the
same
giving your all in a job you were hired for?
cases but despite how humorous
dilemma applies to the NSUSGA's
I realize that life gets in the way at times,
the situation is it would be
constitution. It seems every week that
but I find it somewhat hard to believe that
better for everyone if these types
the rules apply to the same situations in
life shouldered its way between so many
of conversations were kept to a
different ways. The problem is that all
people and their duties at the same time.
the different interpretations cause some , minimum.
There's also the question ofloyalty.
Just as everyone is entitled
unnecessary discussions and bickering.
I've seen some people give their heart and
to their opinion (unless you don't
In previous meetings the Senate
soul to a group, and others give something
go to the Senate meetings every
had heated or lengthy discussions
more akin to their pinkie toe. Then there
Wednesday), everyone is entitles
over ridieulous matters. For example,
are those who seem to give their heart
to their interpretation of the
before the Mini Shark Rally took place
and soul . .. until they don't like what's
SGA's
Constitution. However,
sometime in December, the Senate
happening (or not happening, as the case
because there always has to be ,
had a long, and fortunately amusing,
may be) .
a "however," interpretations
argument on the number of goggles
It's those heart and soul people
should have some basis in
needed for the Pie a Senator event.
who really make a company tick or an
common sense. Business, the
Luckily, the conversation was ended
organization great. Sure, most places n~'ed
Senators'
lives, the students'
with the decision to reuse a few goggles
a few pinkie toe people too, since we can't
lives, and my life will progress
between the senators.all give all we have to everything we do.
much more smoothly.
A
recent case of this
Sometimes we're leaders, but at other
ridiculousness was the debate over the
times it's more appropriate for us to step ,
funding of uniform pants for COP Additional Notes
aside and be followers.
The
Leadership
that seemed like one-time costs. It
Those heart-and-soul-as-Iong~as
Committee
Development
was established by precedent that the
everything-is-going-good people, howeve~
... I'm not so sure. Yes, everything they
do when things are good is appreciated"
,
but I don't know jf it makes up for the
disappointment and chaos that sometimes
,Spirituality Comer
occurs after the person bails when they're
being relied upon.
Responsibility and loyalty are
b~th great things that will take you a long
By April Eldemire
way if you use them right. Give your heart
Graduate Assistant for Spirituality and Stt1d'ent Engagement
and soul to the things you love and the
> ,

<...

announced that the senators
of the month are Freshman
Senators Andrew Ibrahim and
Steven Reddy; the campus
organization 'of the month is
Lambda Theta Phi.
The Culture Bash Bill by
ICE and the Spanish Club was
approved eight to five with one
abstention. The dubs received
$325.00 for food, drinks, and
whatnot.
The (deep breath ... ) PreMedical Society 56th Annual
American Medical Students
Association ' Conference Bill
(whew ... ) was approved only
with one abstention. The club
needed funding for registration
fees and a roll-away bed for the
hotel stay.
new
senators
Two
were confirmed, International
Senators Amrish Ramnarine
and
Akswat
Bwargava.
Congratulations, guys;
Nominations for the
new Vice President ofLegislative
Affairs favored current OSB
member Randi Samuels. It is
still unknown if she will , take
the position.
Commuter
Senator
Alaina Siminovsky resigned
before last week's meeting.

The Game of Poli,tics

things you feel are the most important to ,
you. I'm sure your pinkie to (or maybe
your whole foot if you've got lots of time
on your hands) will be plentY for those
things you want to be involved in but
can't commit yourself to wholly. Just
make sure that both you and those you're
working with .understand how much
you're committing, and stick around what
you feel is important, even if things aren't
exactly peachy.
Sincerely,

r/tida lIan~OO4e

When in 11fe do you realize that the
person you thought you were has. been
buried by the stranger you've hecomd
Is it fair to argue with those who
effortlessly say, "Be yourself: dort't
conform"? This advke is great in theory,
but warrants many questions.
The more I grow and learn ah;out the
world, the more I understand the rules
and politics that influence my daily life.
Politics are everywhere; in government '
affairs, schools, and work. Because
our society is based on the premise of
hierarchical thought and structure, there
are always certain people to cross or
.loopholes to consider before venturing
out whh an idea or personal conviction.

With the an.undance of suen power
structures, 'h av: to ask myself,
"What i§ it all {Of?'"
Po£itics exemplify the g_e of
life, ana. it's an up-hrtl battle., How
do we position ourselves OI;! the
fence so that we don't fall over the
side? How can we, as educators,
learners, and teachers, play the
game of life without losing our
personal identity? How are we able
to look in the mirror at night and
!mow tl:te faee that stares back at
us?
For me to play the game
and still be true to myself, I have
to have something that keeps me

!

sane; my grounding force. In
order to determine which hat I
wear for the various roles in my
life, I make sure to take off each
hat when I am alone at night. This ,
way I !mow who I'm looking at
and I !mow what I stand for.
Politics are like the ever
present elephant in the room;
everyone !mows it's there, but
nobody talks about it. With the
in~reasing !mowledge one must
learn about life etiquette, which
hats will you wear? What is your
grounding force?
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Broward County Transit (BCT) has a 31-0ay Reduced Fare

CoUegeBus Pass. for only $16.00*. TH.ATJS HALF THE COST
.OF' THE REGULAR 31-DAYBUS PASS -A 500/0 $AVINGSI
I•

THE REDUCED FARE COl.LEOE BUS PASS:

•I

.. is a magnetk: swip~ card for €las)!' use
• c<:m be used to get to school. libraries, fh e beach. mafls, 'moYies" .and more
THE COl:lEGEBUS PASS I:S FOR:
.
~ Students attending BmwBrd Commuf1ity' College (BGC); Florida Atlaf1:ticc Uruversity (:FAlJ), Florida
Intema1ional University (FI U) and Nova Southeastern University (NSU)ON LY
+ and r€Jquirtas current $tudent ident~flcation card attim~of purchase-
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.. can be lJsed for 31 consecutive days
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SOLD AT THE FOLLOWINGSROWARO COUNTY UBJRARY LOCATIONS::

• Maw'! l ,brary

• NerU, Reg.m1st Library
• SOIJth Regronal library
• SDuthwQst Regional Ubr.af)'

.. AhJJr)

S~l~rtnat\

Ubf'<!lt)' (NSU:,

100 S. l-\ndro\vs Aven09, Ft LaLJdl;)rdal&
1100 C(~c()nu t Cree~ 6"-'0 " C()C()tJut Creek
7300. Pines 6hJ'd" Pemomke Pines
16835 Sheridan Stmet, Pe.rnbrOKli) Pinf&s
::1:1 00 Ray F~rfa.'o Jr.. 9l'vcL, iFt.. j,..$wderda:le

Call Broward County lrah'.&it t,-~st{lttliOr se:t\'ieec a~ 9M-35-7.s400, Qf ·{l(tto 'WWW.Droward,ortJbCtand clIck tm "'Collego (h.ts Pass".
"Red.tl¢!!<l· F~rj; CJ)II"'[)t! iJtIt
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pilM :f)f¢£i:tatlli eMs D~~ lt)bet 31, 20{J6
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Be::an rientationt.ea er!
c::<:~_-:- Summer 2006
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Shark Discoveries
Applications are availabJ~ at tbe following locations:
,.Ojfice olNew Student Pn)granu lmd Orientation. Parker 131
F(lrquhar Co/lt'ge alA.r ls.and Sciences. Office afthe Deall, Mailman, Second Hoor
Divi.t;ioll vIStadent .4lJil;rs, Rosenthal 100
Office a/Slue/elll Ac:ti\'ities and ululership Dt've/opmetlt, RoscnlhaJ 204
Residel1tilll Life and Housing, Goodwin Residence HaH~ First Floor Lobby
Academic Division Offices

Applications are due to New Student Programs and Orientation (Parker, Room
131) by

Friday, ~'Iarcb 3, 2006 at 5:00 P ~il.
For more infom1:ttioll. contact New Student Programs and Orie,mation at 954-262·
8050
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